1. Cut out the pattern. Trace and make a template.

2. Trace onto 2-ply construction or bristol. Cut out.

3. Make a face with stickers and pipe cleaners.

4. Attach a string or a stick for facial wear.
More for Halloween!

Read the story Humbug Witch by Lorna Balian, Abingdon Press, New York

Prepare the costume pieces, and the girl, and the broom and cat for the flannel or magnetic board.

Use for storytelling or story recall.
Dress-up Game

Colour and cut out the characters, the captions and the costume pieces. Glue the characters, captions and instruction card, each on a 9 x 14" bristol. Laminate.

Number the costume pieces. (Leave out the mask for the witch.) Laminate. Store in a labelled envelope for each. Store everything, along with a die in a zipclose bag at your Games Centre.
Hallowe'en Dress-up

A game for 2 players.

Each player picks a character. Take the clothes for your character out of the envelope.

You'll need one die. Roll it to see who goes first.

The first player rolls. The number you roll tells you which piece of costume to put on your character.

It is the second player's turn.

If you roll a number and you already have that piece of costume on, you miss a turn.

Whoever is dressed first, goes out for Hallowe'en first!
I want to be a witch!
Witch Costume

1. Witch Hat
2. Costume Bag
3. Cat
4. Costume Wand
5. Hair
6. Face

Leave out the mask for the dress-up game.
I want to be a cowboy!
1. Cowboy Hat
2. Cowboy Costume
3. Bandana
4. Vest
5. Boot
6. Pants